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For a family of translation-invariant, ferromagnetic, one-component spin 
systems--which includes Ising and (r 4 models--we prove that (i)the phase 
transition is sharp in the sense that at zero magnetic field the high- and low- 
temperature phases extend up to a common critical point, and (ii)the critical 
exponent fl obeys the mean field bound fl ~< 1/2. The present derivation of these 
nonperturbative statements is not restricted to "regular" systems, and is based 
on a new differential inequality whose Ising model version is M <~ flh/. + M3+ 
t iM z OM/~fl. The significance of the inequality was recognized in a recent work 
on related problems for percolation models, while the inequality itself is related 
to previous results, by a number of authors, on ferromagnetic and percolation 
models. 

KEY WORDS: Phase transition; Ising model; (p4; intermediate phase; critical 
exponents; inequalities. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

In this paper we show that for a general class of one-component 
ferromagnetic spin models the phase transition occurs directly from the 
high-temperature regime characterized by exponential decay of correlation 
functions to the low-temperature regime where there is spontaneous 
magnetization. This statement, and a related mean field bound on the 
critical exponent fl, are proven here for translation-invariant, and even just 
periodic, interactions of any range. The problem is of interest since it con- 
cerns a basic issue, the resolution of which requires analysis of a nonpertur- 
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bative regime. Previously such results were proven only under a regularity 
assumption, which has been established only for a restricted collection of 
models (1) (which includes, nevertheless, the nearest neighbor case in dimen- 
sions d > 2). 

Our work is based on the analysis of the analogous percolation 
problem contained in Ref. 2, where a technique was developed for dealing 
with this problem by means of a new differential inequality in the relevant 
two-parameter space. An analogous inequality is proven here for Ising 
models and other ferromagnetic systems with spins in the Griffiths-Simon 
class, making the analysis of Ref. 2 directly applicable also to them. 
Although there are many similarities between the two relations, their 
proofs require different techniques. One also learns much about the two 
models from their differences: the behavior of Ising models reflects an 
underlying connection with (p4 fields, while percolation is related to (p3 field 
theory. The nonlinear partial differential inequality derived here is also of 
independent interest, and we shall comment below on its relations with the 
results of Aizenman and Graham, (3) FrShlich and Sokal, (4) Chayes and 
Chayes, (s) and Aizenman and Barsky. (2) 

We consider here systems of one-component spin variables on the d- 
dimensional lattice 2~ a, whose Hamiltonians are the sum of ferromagnetic 
pair interactions: 

H(o-) = - ( 1 / 2 ) ~  J x _ y a x a y - h ~ a x  (1.1) 
x , y  x 

with J, ~> 0. The specification of 7/d as the lattice is only for the sake of con- 
creteness; the key feature of the model that will be used is the translation 
invariance, which is manifest in the Hamiltonian (1.1). Furthermore, our 
methods may also be extended to a class of weakly inhomogeneous 
systems, which includes the periodic models. It will be assumed that ]JI = 
Y.x Jx < oo, since otherwise the spins are totally ordered at any finite tem- 
perature. 

The equilibrium states of such systems are described by probability 
measures whose formal expression is 

p( da ) = po( d~ ) e -  ~(~)/norm 

where /3 is the inverse temperature and P0 is the product of the a priori 
single-site measures describing noninteracting spins. The analysis presented 
here applies to spin variables in the Griffiths-Simon (GS) class, whose dis- 
tributions allow the spin a to be written either as a block variable for a 
system of ferromagnetically coupled Ising spins or as a distributional limit 
of such variables. (See Section 4 and Refs. 3, 6, and 7.) Two important 
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examples of such spin variables are the Ising spins themselves and the 
"~0 4 variables." 

For such spin systems the Lee-Yang (s/theory applies and shows that 
phase transitions may occur only at h=0 ,  where a phase transition is 
known to exist if the dimensionality exceeds 1, (9) o r  if d =  1 and the interac- 
tions decay no faster than c/[x-y[2/~~ The phase transition is 
manifested by symmetry-breaking, and the nonvanishing of the spon- 
taneous (or residual) magnetization 

M+(fl)~- lim (ao)~,h 
h ~ 0  + 

where (')~,h denotes the expectation value in an infinite-volume Gibbs 
state. 

Our purpose here is to give a nonperturbative analysis of the phase 
structure observed in these models by varying fl, with h fixed at zero. We 
prove that along this line in the parameter space, the high-temperature 
phase and the low-temperature phase actually extend up to a common 
critical point. While the two phases are relatively well understood in the 
corresponding high- and low-temperature regimes, the result described here 
refers to a region that is not accessible to direct expansion methods. An 
example of the possibility excluded here for one-component models is 
provided by the Kosterlitz-Thouless phase of two-component spin systems 
in two dimensions with a Hamiltonian similar to (1.1), in which the system 
exhibits neither long-range order nor rapid decay of correlations. ~12'13) For 
any translation-invariant ferromagnetic model with one-component spins 
(in the GS class) that behavior is proven here to be limited to only a single 
critical point. 

Following is the precise statement of our result. 

T h e o r e m  1. For Ising, q)4, and other variables in the Grif- 
fiths-Simon class with the Hamiltonian (1.1) on Z d (d>~ 1), there is a flee 
[0, oo ] with the following properties. 

(i) For all 0 ~< fl < flo there is a unique infinite-volume Gibbs state, 
the spontaneous magnetization vanishes [i.e., M+( f l )=0] ,  and the 
magnetic susceptibility is finite: 

z(/~,o)-- ~ <~o~>~,~:o<+ (1.2) 
x ~ 2Z d 

(ii) For all/3> flo there is symmetry-breaking, with 

M+ (fl) >/const  9 [(fl - flc)/flc] i/2 (1.3) 

822/47/3-4~4 
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(iii) At fl = tic, the magnetization in a positive magnetic field h ~ 0 + 
decays no faster than the following bound: 

M(f i c ,  h)  - (a0),~. h >~ const, h 1/3 (1.4) 

It should be noted that the last bound was first derived by Fr6hlich 
and Sokal (4) for a slightly different class of spin distributions, which also 
includes the Ising and the "q0 4 variables." The inequality (1.4) is included in 
the above statement because it forms for us an integral part of the wider 
picture, and because it is proven here at the same level of generality as (i) 
and (ii). 

B e m o r k s .  (i) The finiteness of the susceptibility (1.2) is known to 
imply rapid decay of correlations; see Refs. 1 and 13. 

(ii) The bound (1.3) implies also, by the arguments of Lebowitz, (15) 
that for any fl>fl~ the state constructed with free boundary conditions 
exhibits long-range order. 

(iii) The inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) imply of course bounds on 
critical exponents. Specifically, for the exponents fi and ~ defined as 

fl = lim sup log M +  (f i ) / log( f l  - tic) (1.5) 

and 

5 = lim inf log h/log M(fl,, h) (1.6) 
h ~ O  + 

(1.3) and (1.4) yield 

and 

fi~<l/2 (1.7) 

~>~3 (1.8) 

(assuming that the critical temperature is finite, i.e., tic < oe). It might be 
noted here that 1/2 and 3 are the mean field values of fi and 6, which are in 
fact attained in high dimensions for the Ising model (as finally proven in 
Ref. 16). 

The above general extend those previously obtained in Ref. 1, where 
the absence of an intermediate regime--and the bound (1.3)--were proven 
under a certain additional "regularity hypothesis." It might be pointed out 
that the analysis of Ref. 1 does apply to the nearest neighbor models in 
dimensions d >  2 and to various other reflection positive models. The 
regularity condition introduced there was used more explicitly for other 
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purposes, for which it may indeed be essential. However, as we show here, 
regularity is not relevant for the basic properties described by Theorem 1. 
That fact was expected, since unlike for the other results derived in Ref. t, 
the function f ( )0  that enters in the regularity hypothesis does not appear in 
the bound (1.3). 

The proof of Theorem 1 rests on the following new nonlinear differen- 
tial inequality (which for Ising spins has a version slightly simpler than the 
general one), and on the analysis of Ref. 2, where the significance of such a 
relation was discovered in the context of independent percolation models. 
In presenting the inequality we restrict our attention to finite systems; 
specifically, the squares ( - L ,  L] a with periodic interactions (e.g., J}~)= 
Zz~Jx+2Lz). 

T h e o r e m  2. In a ferromagnetic spin model in ( - L ,  L]  J with the 
Hamiltonian (1.1), with Jx,y invariant under cyclic shifts, and spins having 
as the a priori distribution a fixed measure in the Griffiths-Simon class, the 
magnetization M(/?, h ) =  (ao)~,h obeys the following bounds: 

(i) If {~x} are all Ising spins, then 

M ~< tanh(/~h) OM/O(~h) + M2(fl ~?M/O~ + M) (1,9) 

(ii) In the more general case 

M<~(~h)~?M/~?(~h)+(~ IJI M2+~hM)(t~?M/O~+M) (1.10) 

Let us remark that in this work we choose the relevant parameters of 
the phase diagram to be /~ and /?h. In particular, ~?M/O(flh) and ~M/Ofl 
denote here derivatives performed at constant /~ and constant /~h, respec- 
tively. However, we shall continue to write M =  M(fl, h). 

It is instructive to compare  (1.9) and (1.10) with the inequality 

M <~ h OM/~?h + M(fl OM/O~ + M) ( 1.11 ) 

derived Ref. 2 for the order parameter in independent bond percolation 
models whose bonds are occupied with the densities Kx, y =  
1 -  exp(- /3Jx_  y). The reader is referred to Ref. 2 for the precise definition 
of the function M in that context. Here let us just say that when h = 0, 
M(/}, h) reduces to the percolation density, i.e., the probability that a given 
site belongs to an infinite cluster. The inequalities (1.9) and (1.10) differ 
from (1.11) essentially only in the powers of M in the last terms. A cursory 
inspection of the derivations of these inequalities permits tracing this dif- 
ference to a revealing statement about the two families of models. The 
graphical structures that appear naturally in the analysis of percolation 
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models (see Fig. 2 in Ref. 2) resemble those found in a diagrammatic 
expansion of a r field theory, whereas the graphs arising in the study of 
models in the Griffiths-Simon class are those of a q~4 field theory (cf. Fig. 2 
below). Such comparisons have been noted before, both on a nonrigorous 
level, where the critical behavior of the discrete models was analyzed 
(without full justification) assuming the applicability of field-theoretic 
methods, (17"18) and on the rigorous level, where the models were studied 
directly without any such assumptionsJ 19'2~ 

In addition to inequality (1.11 ), the analysis of Ref. 2 also required the 
inequality 

OM/Ofl <~ fl IJI M OM/O(fih ) 

as well as the observation (trivial in percolation models) 

(1.12) 

~M/~(~h)~M/~h (1.13) 

For the models considered in this paper, inequalities (1.12) and (1.13) are 
both consequences of the Griffiths-Hurst-Sherman inequality. (21) 

It may seem somewhat surprising that relations (1.11)-(1.13) (with 
some auxiliary information which also applies to both models) imply the 
result on the sharpness of the phase transition. That, however, is the main 
result of Ref. 2. In fact, since the inequalities (1.9) and (1.10) are stronger 
than their percolation counterpart (1.11), part (i) of Theorem 1 requires no 
further arguments here, once the inequalities are derived. The bounds 
claimed in parts (ii) and (iii) are stronger than what is generally valid for 
percolation. However, the analysis of Ref. 2 was formulated so as to yield 
the proper results from the stronger inequalities that we have here. 

Let us mention here that the arguments used to prove Theorem 1 from 
(1.9)--or (1.10) in the more general setting--involve the reduction of each 
these partial differential inequalities to a pair of ordinary differential 
inequalities (ODIs). In particular, one of these ODIs is quite similar to the 
following bound of Fr6hlich and Sokal, (4) which was used to derive (1.4) 

M <<. flh OM/O(flh ) + fl IJI M2(2M + M2/h ) 
+ a lower order term (1.14) 

Such a bound follows from (1.9)-(1.10) by using first (1.12) and then (1.13) 
to bound the OM/OB term. This is far from a coincidence, since, as was 
explained in Ref. 2, one of the two precursors of (1.11) was a percolation 
analogue of (1.14). The other ODI is 

3m2/&fl >1 c o n s t  (for fl > ]~ c) ( 1.15 ) 
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which generalizes a result of Aizenman. (1) A quite general percolation ver- 
sion of (1.15) (with a suitably reduced power of M) was obtained by 
Chayes and Chayes. (51 In fact, that result was the other predecessor of 
(1.11) alluded to above. Finally, it may be mentioned (see also Section 5) 
that on a technical level the new relations (1.9) and (1.10) may be regarded 
as special cases of general inequalities contained in the work of Aizenman 
and Graham. (3) However, the particular physical relations implied by those 
inequalities, which are discussed here, were not recognized in that work 
(which was mainly concerned with the renormalized coupling constant in 
four dimensions). 

The present derivation of the inequalities (1.9) and (1.10) is based on 
the random current and random walk techniques of Refs. 19 and 22. In the 
next section we recapitulate these representations, and then apply them in 
Section 3 to prove the lsing case of Theorem 2. In Section 4, the argument 
is extended to prove the more general inequality. The consequences of 
Theorem 2, which include Theorem I, are discussed in Section 5. 

2. THE R A N D O M  CURREN]:  A N D  R A N D O M  W A L K  
R E P R E S E N T A T I O N S  

In this section we restrict our attention to ferromagnetic models of 
Ising spins, and briefly review those aspects of the random current and ran- 
dom walk representations that are relevant for the proof of (1.9). (Other 
spin distributions are discussed in Section 4.) 

In the absence of a magnetic field the correlation functions of Ising 
models can be expanded (19'22) in terms of integer-valued functions 
n = (n~x,p~) of the bonds of the lattice. Each function can be interpreted as 
the set of f lux numbers, which define a "current configuration." To accom- 
modate a (nonnegative) magnetic field in this picture, it is convenient to 
enhance the lattice by introducing an extra site g (playing here the role of 
the location of Griffiths' "ghost spin"(23)), which is linked to each lattice site 
x by a bond {x, g}--for  which we take the coupling strength to be the 
external field, J~x,g} = h. Since the ghost site plays a special role, we shall 
refer to it by the symbol g, and not the symbols used for generic lattice sites 
(e.g., x), unless specifically stated otherwise. Likewise, we shall distinguish 
between the lattice bonds {x, y} and the "h-bonds" {x, g}. 

Romork. In a previous paper (16) the formalism was presented using a 
layer of ghost spins rather than a single extra site. However, an inspection 
of the proofs shows that the arguments work in exactly the same way if all 
the ghost sites are merged. We adopt this simpler picture here, which is 
closer to the one introduced by Griffiths. 
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The starting point is the following representation for the partition 
function, obtained by factoring the Boltzmann weight into terms associated 
with bonds and then expanding each such factor in powers of/~Jb. After 
averaging over the spins one gets 

Z ~ 2  -hAl ~ e-~H= ~ w(n) (2.1) 
a x  = _+ 1 ~?n = . ~  

where n assigns flux numbers to both lattice bonds and h-bonds b, and the 
weights are 

w(n)=H(~Jb)nb/nb! (2.2) 
b 

with 

{Jy_x if b =  {x, y} 
Jb= if b = { x , g }  

If translation invariance is not assumed, then Jy_x and h should be 
replaced by J~,y and h~, respectively. The constraint seen in the sum in 
(2.1) on the sets of"sources of n," defined as 

a n = { x ~ ( - L , L ] d u { g }  ~xn~ isodd} (2.3) 

For the correlation functions, which are the thermal expectation 
values of variables of the form aA = 1-Ix~A ax, we have 

and 

(o-A)= ~ w(n)/Z if IAI iseven (2.4a) 
c ? n = A  

(aA) = ~ w(n)/Z if IAI is odd (2.4b) 
~.= ~ ~ {g) 

The latter case includes of course the magnetization (cr x). 
Utilizing relations like (2.4), one can associate expectations of obser- 

vables with probabilities of certain geometric events in a suitable system of 
random currents, which are just the graphs associated with expansions like 
(2.1) taken with their relevant weights. Of particular significance are the 
probabilities of the existence or absence of various connections. We adopt 
here the natural notion of connection: two sites x and y (here y may be the 
ghost site) are said to be connected in the current configuration n if there 
exists a path of bonds with n b ~ 0 joining x with y. In such a case we shall 
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write n :x , -*  y. Having defined when two sites are connected, we can 
introduce the notion of a cluster. The (bond) cluster of a site x (x may be 
the ghost site) in a current configuration n is the set of bonds with at least 
one site connected to x: 

C.(x)= {{y, z} In: y~+x or n:z~-+x} w {{y, g} In: y~--,x} 

In particular, C.(g) contains at least all of the "h-bonds." Those bonds for 
which only one endpoint is connected to x (i,e., "dangling bonds") will be 
referred to as the boundary of C.(x). 

One of the reasons for the usefulness of this random current represen- 
tation is the existence of a combinatorial identity which allows us to switch 
sources in a duplicated system of currents. (19'22) The particular case of this 
switching lemma that we shall employ is the following. 

k e m m a  2.1. Let A be a set of sites of the enhanced lattice, {x, y} a 
pair of sites (one of which may be g), and f a function defined on current 
configurations. Then 

w(nl) w(n2) f ( n l  + n2) 
0 h i  ~ A,On2 = { x , y }  

= ~ w(nl)w(n2)f (nj+n2)I[nl+n2:x~-~y]  (2.5) 
3 n  I ~ A z l { x , y } , ~ n  2 = 

Here A stands for the symmetric difference [AAB = (A w B)\(A c~ B)], 
n~ +n2 is defined by taking the "bondwise" sum of the two currents 
[ ( n  1 + n2) b = nlb + n2b], and I[Q] is the indicator function, which takes the 
value 1 if the condition Q is satisfied and 0 otherwise. 

This lemma is especially useful in dealing with truncated correlation 
functions, where often it precisely accounts for delicate cancellations among 
contributions of different sign. Two examples we use later are the 
following(16): 

Z - 2  w(nl) w(n2) 
On1 = {0 }  A { x } , 0 n 2  - -  Q~ 

x IEn l + n z : 0 ~ g ]  (2.6) 

and 

(ao;  cruav) = ~ Z 2 w(nl ) w(n2) 
~.1 - {o,g}~{u}A {v},0.2 = 
x I[n 1 + n2:0 */* g]  (2.7) 
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The truncated correlation functions appearing in (2.6) and (2.7) will enter 
our analysis through the differentiation formulas 

)~ = OM/O(~h)= ~, (Go; Gx) (2.8) 
x 

and 
aM/a~ =  89 ~ J~_ y(GO; a~Gy} (2.9) 

x , y  

Formulas (2.6) and (2.7) can be written in a somewhat more detailed 
manner by "conditioning on clusters." For  instance, in (2.7) the source con- 
straints together with the indicator function imply that either u is the 
endpoint of a bond in C.~ + .2(0) and v is not, or vice versa. This fact can be 
represented geometrically as in Fig. 1 (cf. Fig. 1 of Ref. 2). When con- 
ditioned on the cluster C,, +,2(0), the sums over the current configurations 
inside and outside the cluster are conditionally independent. The exterior 
sum gives the expectation of Gu (or Gv) in the system that has been deprived 
of the bonds in C.~+ .2(0), multiplied by the partition function in this 
weakened system. Using this partition function to "uncondition" the sum, 
we obtain 

(Go; G~Gv> = S Z -2 w(nl) W(n2)<G~>Ec~o~c 

+ a u ~ v permutation (2.10) 

We have written C(0) as an abbreviation for C,~ + .2(0) and we follow the 
convention that if A is a set of bonds, then the subscript A, as in ZA and 
( ) A ,  indicates that the coupling constants are set to zero for all bonds not 
belonging to A. A similar argument yields 

(GO; O'X) = E Z 2 w(nl) w(n2)(aoG~)[c~u>]~ 

x l [ n l + n 2 : 0 ~  g] (2.11) 

(The indicator function is superfluous except in the case x = 0.) 

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of (2.7). The dashed line stands for the boundary of 
C.~ + .2(0), each solid line indicates a "backbone" (defined below), and the square symbolizes 
an h-connection to the ghost site g. 
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For some purposes it is convenient to resum the random current 
expansion into a more compact-looking random walk expansion. This is 
accomplished by observing t ha t  a current configuration n with On = B (B 
may include the ghost site g) must exhibit a family of walks on bonds hav- 
ing odd flux that connect the elements of B in pairs. By specifying an 
appropriate set of rules, these walks can be assigned uniquely so as to 
create a well-defined map associating a sequence of walks f2B(n) to each 
current configuration n with ~?n = B. We refer to s as the B-backbone 
of n. A partial resumation of (2.4) yields 

<~A)= ~ p(co) if IAI iseven (2.12a) 
•o) = A 

~aA) = ~ p(co) if IAI is odd (2.12b) 
c ~ o J = A u  { g }  

where 

p(co)= ~ Z l w ( n ) I [ f 2 ~ ( n ) = c o ]  (2.13) 
0 n  = 0~o 

and c?co is defined by the natural analogue of (2.3)--it is the set of points in 
( - L ,  L ] d u  {g} visited by an odd number of steps of co. 

Before we describe the algorithmic construction used here to define the 
backbone, let us present the main properties of the weights p(co) that the 
construction yields for the above expansion. 

There will be a rule associating to each sequence of walks co a collec- 
tion of bonds 05, referred to as the set of bonds canceled by co, which in 
general will contain the set of bonds traversed by the steps in co and some 
of their neighbors. The sets 05 satisfy: 

(i) If for some configuration n, with 0n = B, the backbone is co, then 
~?~(n') = co for every other configuration n' that coincides with n on 05, and 
also has On'= B. 

The weights p(co) that enter in the expansion (2.12) vanish for certain 
"inconsistent" sequences of walks. The consistency criterion imposes con- 
straints both within the individual walks in co and among them, and 
furthermore on the order in which they appear in co. Two key properties of 
the weights are as follows. 

(ii) For  every decomposition of a consistent sequence of walks co into 
two sequences co = co L ~ (possibly through the "cutting" of one of the 
walks of co into two parts) 

P(col ~ co2) = P(col) P~(co2) (2.14) 
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where pAt(e)) is the weight for the system in which all the coupling con- 
stants of the bonds in A are set to zero. 

(iii) For  any set of bonds A, if co is a sequence of walks none of 
which passes through a bond in A (i.e., ~o c~ A = ~ ) ,  then 

p(c0) ~ pA,(co) (2.15) 

The last inequality can be interpreted as saying that the weights p(co) 
decrease when the Hamiltonian is enhanced by new bond interactions, 
which (by the Griffiths inequalities) is the opposite of what happens to the 
total sums in (2.12). There is no contradiction here, since new interaction 
terms increase the collection of walks, by adding connections in the 
relevant graph. 

It should be noted that there are at present various random walk 
expansions, which share a number of useful properties. (19'22'24) The 
backbone expansion used here is conveniently related to the more explicit 
random current representation, allowing us to get further advantage by 
mixing the two. Such mixed arguments appeared already in Refs. 3 and 19; 
however we shall use here a slightly modified construction (and hence also 
definition) of the backbone, following Ref. 22. Let us now give the 
algorithm for the construction of the backbone (which is nonunique 
because of the choice of an order). 

We start by ordering the (countable) lattice so that for each subset 
there is an "earliest" site. (Although the "lexicographic order" does not 
have this property, it would have sufficed for finite-range models.) The 
order is extended to the enhanced lattice by declaring the ghost site to be 
the earliest of all. We shall now construct walks consisting of steps, where a 
step is an ordered pair of sites (recall that bonds are unordered pairs), of 
which the first must belong to the lattice and the second may be either a 
lattice site or the ghost site. With each step (x, v) we associate a set of can- 
celed bonds, which consists of all bonds {x, y} with sites y in the enhanced 
lattice that are "earlier" than v. 

For a current configuration n with #n = B, the backbone f2e(n) con- 
sists of a number of walks constructed as follows. 

A1. The first walk, o91, starts from the earliest of the lattice sites in 
B \  {g}, which we refer to as ul, and stops upon reaching either another 
site in B or the ghost site (even if g is not in B). Its first step is (Ul, u2), 
where u2 is the earliest site v for which the flux number nlu~,vl is odd. 

A2. Until the walk stops, each step (u~, ui+ 1) is the earliest of those 
steps (u~, v) emerging from ug that does not use bonds canceled by any of 
the previous steps and for which n/ui.v~ is odd. 
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A3. When col stops, we pick the first of the lattice sites of B not 
visited by ~o 1, and repeat the process, excluding, in the choice of the steps, 
all the bonds canceled by ~o 1. This defines a second walk m2- 

A4. Continue until B is exhausted. At the end we obtain walks ~o l, 
co2 ..... co~, (s~< iBI) traversed in that order. We call this set of walks the 
B-backbone and denote it by s ~01 o CO2 o "'" o C0,. 

It is easy to see that the backbone will always satisfy the following 
consistency conditions: 

B1. The starting points of the walks ~o i are increasing in our order. 
B2. No step uses a bond canceled by a previous step, 

We define e5 as the set of bonds canceled by the steps in ~o. It should 
be noted that among the configurations n having 0 n = B ,  those whose 
backbone is o3 are characterized by the following requirements, which refer 
only to the restriction of n to ~: 

C1. n{x.~} is odd for all (x, y)e~o. 
C2. n{x,.,. } is even for all (x, y)eeS\~o [had such an n{~.v} been odd, 

then the backbone would have gone through (x, y) by A2]. 

The key properties (2.14) and (2.15) are derived by the arguments of 
Ref. 19; for the algorithm used here the proofs can be found in Ref. 16. 

To make the pairing of sources associated with the backbone more 
explicit, we shall use the notation ~o~: x -~ y to mean that co~ is a path that 
starts at x, ends at y, and visits y only once, For  example, 

but 

( a o ) =  y, p(co) (2.16) 
~o:0 ~ g 

( a x a y ) =  ~ p(o3) (2.17) 

only in the absence of magnetic field. If there is a magnetic field, we must 
add a term Z~:x  ~ g,~2:~,~ g P(~~ ~ m2) to the fight-hand side of (2.17). The 
partial contribution found on the right-hand side of (2.17) does, however, 
define a very useful "kernel" K, of the type first introduced by Fr6hlich and 
Sokal ~4~ and used also in Ref. 16. 

3. P R O O F  OF T H E  M A I N  I N E Q U A L I T Y  

In this section we derive the ]sing spin case (1.9) of our new 
inequality, which is repeated below. 
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T h o o r e m  2( i ) .  For a translation-invariant ferromagnetic Ising 
spin model in ( - L ,  L]  d, the magnetization obeys the bound 

M~< tanh(/~h)z + M 3 + M2~ OM/a~ (3.1) 

Remark. For non-translation-invariant systems, we obtain the bound 

Mx ~< ~ tanh(fih~) aMx/O(fih~) + M 3 
v 

+ ~ tanh(flJu,~)M 2 ~?MjO(flJu,~) (3.2) 
u , v  

Before turning to the proof, let us describe the general idea behind it. 
The reader is advised, however, to regard the description given next only as 
an impressionistic picture. 

To set the intuition on the right track, let us consider the represen- 
tation 

(ao)  = Y, w(nl)/Z (3.3) 
3 n t -  {O,g} 

with the weights given by (2.2). Note that in the high-temperature regime, 
/?~/~c, the fluxes of the contributing configurations will seldomly take 
values other than 0 or 1. Likewise, the overlap of two independent current 
configurations, as in (2.5), will be very sparse unless the two configurations 
are constrained to have nearby sources. 

Each current appearing in the sum in (3.3) contains a current line 
from 0 to the ghost site g. Note that, by parity constraints, the flux from 
the cluster C(0) to g is either one or at least three. It is instructive now to 
divide the flux configurations {nb} appearing in (3.3) into the following 
three classes. 

1. The flux into g from the connected cluster of 0 [as measured by 
the sum of nb over the h-bonds from C(0)] is exactly one. 

2. The origin is "triply" connected to g, in the sense that there are 
three flux lines each leading from 0 to g for which the sum of the fluxes is 
dominated by the given flux configuration {nb}. 

3. There is a "pivotal bond," b = {u, v}, such that n b = 1, the origin 0 
is connected to u, v is "triply" connected to g, and any connection from u 
to g passes through b. 

The above decomposition is quite similar to the one used in the 
analysis of the order parameter in percolation models, (2) except for the 
"triple" connection appearing here in place of the "double" connection, 
which is all that one may expect in the absence of any source constraints. 
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When the overlap effects are ignorable, the leading orders for each of 
the three partial sums in the above decomposition of M =  ( % )  are (1) 
flh OMit(fib), ( 2 ) M  3, and (3) M 2 OM/#fl, which add up to (3.1). Of course, 
this observation may be of no value, since in this regime the first term 
greatly overwhelms the other two (which is certainly not the case in the 
vicinity of the critical point). 

While the neglect of the various overlap effects is totally unjustified in 
the nonperturbative regime in which we are interested, we are able to 
present a valid "dressed" version of the above argument, which, however, 
requires a somewhat more complicated setup. 

Proof. Our argument uses the analysis of various terms in a tripled 
system of currents. The starting point is the following expression, which is 
obtained by adding two dummy summations to (3.3): 

(' o7 : 2 -3 w(nl) w(n2) w(n3) (3.4) 
~,nl = { 0 , g  } , 0 n 2  - -  ~ , 0 n 3  - -  . ~  

We shall be interested in the lattice points of the {0, g)-backbone of n~, 
~{O,g}(nl), which are connected to g via n2+n3. Classifying the current 
configurations by the first such site (where "first" means with respect to the 
natural order induced by the direction of "travel" along the backbone), we 
distinguish three cases corresponding to the three classes of configurations 
given in the heuristic discussion above. 

I. There is no such site. 
2. The first such site is 0. 
3. The first such site is some v ~a 0. 

In the third case, the step (u, v) at which v is first reached divides the 
backbone into two parts, the first of which links 0 to u without being con- 
nected to g by the n 2 + n 3 current configuration. 

On the basis of the above decomposition, we write for M =  ( a o )  

M=7 +Ro+Z Z Roo (3.s) 
u v ~ O  

with 
T =  

R 0 = 

Z -3 w(nl) w(n2) w(n3) 
t~nl - -  { 0 ,  g } , • n 2  - -  ~ , c 9 n 3  - -  

• / [none of the lattice bonds of Q{o,g}(ni) is in C.2 + -3(g)] (3.6) 

Z -3 w(n,) w(n2) w(n3) 
~ n l  = { 0 , g  } , 0 n  2 - -  Q~,~,n3 - -  

• I [n2+n3:  0--+ g] (3.7) 
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and 

Ruv Z -3 w(nl) w(n2) w(n3) 
anl -- {O,g },an2 = ;O,an3 - ;~ 

• I [nz+n3:  v~-~ g] I[(u, v) e (2{o,g}(nl)] 

• / [none of the bonds of O{o.g}(nl) prior to {u, v} is in C.2 + .3(g)] 

(3.8) 

Due to the source constraints, every site connected to g via n2 + n3 must in 
fact be "doubly" connected. Hence the decomposition (3.5) may be depic- 
ted as in Fig. 2. 

Our purpose now is to bound the above terms by "physical quan- 
tities." This will be done by combining random walk techniques, applied to 
the backbone of n~, with random current techniques, applied to n2 and n 3. 

First, let us show that 

T~< tanh(/~h) 8M/8(~h) (3.9) 

To prove (3.9), we classify the configurations of the right-hand side of (3.6) 
by the last step (x, g) of the nt backbone and observe that the flux nl{x,g } 
must be odd, and that this parity constraint is the only effect of condition- 
ing on the values of all the other flux numbers. For each site x we estimate 
the corresponding contribution to T by considering the set of currents 
obtained by flipping this parity constraint on nt,(x,g}. The sum with the odd 
constraint clearly equals the sum with the reversed parity multiplied by the 
factor tanh(/3h). For the new sum, we note that its configurations nt have 
the sources {0, x}, and that they satisfy the condition that the nl backbone 
reaches x before hitting the n2 +n3 cluster of the ghost site g, C.2+,3(g ). 

M _  / /// 
/ / / /  

-~ ff"~. ////i 

Fig. 2. Diagrams representing the different contributions to M in (3.5), The heavy line is the 
backbone O/o,g}(nl) , other solid lines represent connections due to n2 + n3 and the dashed sur- 
face represents the boundary of C.2 +.3(g), which is not necessarily connected. 
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Hence, 

T=  tanh(~h)~ ~ Z - 3  w(nl)w(n2)w(n3) 
x Onl = {0} A{x} ,c~n2= K~,0n3 = . ~  

x I[-nl{o,~} is even] I[(2{O,x}(nl) n Cnz + .3(g) = (2~] 
x I[-n 2 + n3:0 ~74 g] (3.10) 

(The last indicator function is included to cover the special case x = 0.) 
Bounding the first indicator function by 1 and using the random walk 
representation for nl, one obtains 

T~< tanh(/~h) ~ ~ Z -2 w(n2) w(n3) 
x ~ n 2 = K S , O n 3 =  

X /In 2 + n3:0 ~c~ g] 

x • p(09) I[oo~C,2+n~(g)=(2~ ] 
a):O ~ x 

~< tanh(flh) ~ ~ Z -2 w(n2) w(n3) 
x 0n2 = .@,On3 -- 

X I[n 2 + n 3 : 0 ~ g ]  

x ~ p[c(g)y(oo)I[~o~Cnz+n3(g)=(2~] (3.11) 
t'o:O ~ x 

where the last inequality is by the monotonicity property (2.15). Finally, 
we use (2.17) [-the system deprived of the bonds of C.2+.3(g ) has no 
magnetic field] and (2.11) to get 

T~< tanh(flh) Z Z Z - 2  w(n2) w(n3) 
x cnn2 = .~,c~n3 -- .@ 

X (0-0ffx)[C(g)yI[n2+n3:0~r g] 

= tanh(/~h) ~ (ao; ax) 
x 

which, by (2.8), proves (3.9). 
For the next term in (3.5) we get, by an easy application of the 

switching lemma (2.5), the formula 

Ro= 
0nl = {0 ,g} .~n2  = .@,0n3 = Q~ 

x I E n 2 + n 3 : 0 ~ g ]  

Z -3 w(nl) w(n2) w(n3) 

= ( 0 - 0 )  3 ( 3 . 1 2 )  
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where one factor <ao) comes from the sum over n~ (which is independent 
of n2 and n3) and the other two reflect the fact that the sourceless character 
of n2 + n3 forces 0 to be "doubly" connected to g whenever the two are con- 
nected. 

Let us now turn our attention to the terms R,~ appearing in the last 
sum in (3.5), for which we combine the methods used to treat the preceding 
two terms. In each configuration of currents contributing in (3.8) the flux 
n~{,,~} is odd. Changing its parity, as we did with f / l { x , g  } in the above 
analysis of T, we obtain a sum that is multiplied by the factor tanh(flJ~ ,). 
The resulting configurations nl have sources {O}d{u,v, g} and their 
{0} A{u, v, g}-backbones are of the form ~Ol oe92 with c0~: 0 --* u completely 
contained in C.~+.3(g) ~ and co2: v--* g. Therefore, 

R~ ~ tanh(fiJ~ u) ~ Z 2 w(n2 ) w(n3 ) 
~ n  2 = ~ , ~ 3 n 3  = ~:~ 

x I[n 2 + n3:0 <-P g] / [n  2 + n3: v ~ g] 

X { 2 P(O)l~ =~5]} 
091:0 ~ U,CO2:F ~ g 

(3.13) 

The quantity inside the braces in (3.13) may be bounded as follows: 

{ ' " } =  ~ P(O91)I[c~ 
o01:0 ~ u 

Z P[C(g)]c(COl)<~Tv>~ 
COl:0 ~ U 

2 Pdr162 
032:t~ ~ g 

where we applied first (2.14), then (2.15), and finally (2.17) and Griffiths II. 
[Again, C(g)= C.2 +.3(g).] Substituting this bound into (3.13), we obtain 

Ruv ~< tanh(flJv ,){av > ~ Z -2 w(n2) w(n3) 
0 n 2  = ~ , 0 n 3  = , ~  

x <aoG,>EC(g)yl[n2+n3:O~a, g] I [nz+n3:  v*--~ g] 

=tanh(flJ~ , ) (av> ~ z-Zw(n2) w(n3) 
a.2 = {v,g},On~ = {v,g} 

• <rTOrru>[c(g)yl[nz+n3:0~-~ g] (3.14) 

the last step being an application of the switching lemma (2.5). 
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The sum of the right-hand side of (3.14) can be viewed as an 
expression obtained through the conditioning on the cluster of the ghost 
site C.2+.3(g) of the following quantity: 

E z 2 w(n2 ) w(n3 ) / [n2 + n3:0 +r g]  
O n 2 -  {O}A{u,v,g},On3 = {v,g} 

= ~ Z -2 w(n2) w(n3)((a~) [c(o)]c) 2 (3.15) 
an2 = { o } J  { .  },an3 = 

where on the right-hand side of (3.15) we have "turned the conditioning 
around," onto C(0)= C,2+ .3(0). 

We now insert (3.15) into (3.14) and use Griffiths II to bound one of 
the factors (a~)[c(o)], by the full magnetization ( a ~ ) =  M, getting 

R~ ~< tanh(flJ~_,) M 2 ~ Z -2 w(n2) w(n3) 
an2 - {0}~ {u},an3 = 2~ 

x (r  EC(g)y (3.16) 

The sum on the right-hand side of (3.17) is one of the two terms, which dif- 
fer only by a u ~ v  permutation, appearing in the expansion (2.10) of 
(a0; a ,  a~). Therefore, we have obtained 

2 R,o ~<  89 2 E tanh(f lJ~- , ) (a0;  a , a~ )  (3.17) 
u,t; u,v 

Combining now the bounds (3.9), (3.12), and (3.17) that we have for 
the three terms in (3.5), and replacing tanh(flJ~ ,) with/~J~ ~, we obtain 
(3.1). I 

4. EXTENSION TO SPINS IN THE G R I F F I T H S - S I M O N  CLASS 

We shall now derive the differential inequality (1.10) for the more 
general case of spins whose a priori measure Po belongs to the Griffiths- 
Simon class. Generally speaking, spins in that class are representable as 
"block variables" of ferromagnetic ensembles of Ising spins. To distinguish 
between the two levels of description, we shall denote here the original 
model's spin variables as ~0x. We make the standing assumption that 

exp(a~o 2) po(dcp)< oo for all a <  00. It should be noted that the class of 
measures we are discussing now includes continuous as well as discrete 
spins, e.g., the "~04 variables" with po(~o)=exp(-2(04 + b(o2). (7) 

The basic construction consists in writing the spin (p as a weighted 
sum of "microscopic" Ising spins a s 

(P= E Q(N)6= 
I<~<~.N 

822,/47/3-4-5 
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where Q~N) a r e  some positive coefficients and the spins o .  are 
ferromagnetically coupled via a Hamiltonian of the form 

HI N) = - 89 Z I(~,~)a~cra (4.1) 
x,65 

The resulting distribution for the variable cp is in the GS class, which is 
further augmented by the collection of all distributional limits (as N ~ oo) 
of such measures. 

When dealing with a lattice system it is convenient to use the above 
representation at each site. Thus, we add a second label e (=  1 ..... N) in 
addition to the lattice site, and consider the array of "microscopic" sites 
{(x, c~): x e  ( - L ,  L]J;  ~ = 1,..., N} with the spins o(x,~/. A lattice site x is 
represented now by the "block" B , =  {(x, e):c~= 1,..., N}, and the spin 
variables cp~ are written as 

Therefore, systems 
interaction 

q~x= ~ r~(N),, (4.2) k : ; ~  u ( x , ~ )  
I ~ < N  

with GS spins and a macroscopic two-body 

H2 = - 89 }-', J . . . .  cpxcp v - h Z ~0x (4.3) 
~c,y .v 

can be approximated by Ising models with total Hamiltonians of the form 

H (N) = H I  N) + H 2 

- ~ ~ J{(x,~),(y,a)}O(x,~)O(y,a)--~h~a(x,~) (4.4) 
x,y ,~ ,c ]  c~ 

where 

and 

( 1  ( ) (N) f ) (N)  ~ X ~ x , y ~  ~a if y 
J{(x,~),(y,~)} = .  T(N) if y = X (4.5a) 

h~ = hQ(~ N) (4.5b) 

The above representation is especially useful if one succeeds in 
deriving, from the random current representation for the underlying spins 
o, relations that can be expressed in terms of correlation functions of the 
"block spins" qo. Within the framework of the random current represen- 
tation, the crucial step in obtaining such expressions is the replacement of 
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suitably chosen connection constraints involving microscopic sites by con- 
straints referring to macroscopic blocks. 

Following these guidelines, we shall prove in this section the extension 
of our main inequality to GS spins with the ferromagnetic Hamiltonian 
(4.3). The approximating Ising model with Hamiltonian (4.4) has the 
following random current representation for its order parameter: 

M= ~ Q(U) ~ w(nl)/Z (4.6) 
0m= {(0,~),g} 

As in Section 3, it is useful to consider an expression for M where two 
dummy summations are included in the expansion (4.6), and then to apply 
a decomposition similar to the one used there. The principal difference is 
that we shall replace sites by blocks in the various connection constraints, 
which will require the following block versions of the switching lemma 
(2.5). 

Given a collection of sites B and a current configuration n, we shall 
say that n connects B with another site z, and denote this condition by 
n: B ~ z, if there exists an x ~ B such that n: x ~ z. 

L e m m a  4.1. Let B be a collection of sites and z a site outside B. 
Then, for any function f on current configurations that is decreasing in 
each flux number, 

w(nl) w(n2) f(n1+ n2) I[nl + n2: B~-* z] 
On1 = . @ , 0 n 2  = . ~  

<~ ~ flJy-x ~ w(n,) w(n2) f ( .  1 +n2) (4.7) 
X E  B, y E  g c ar l  I = { x , z } , a n  2 = {y}z1  { z }  

Remark. A more general version of this lemma (with ~?n, = {u} A{v} 
and without the monotonicity requirement on f )  is proven in Ref. 3, 
Proposition 7.1. The proof of (4.7) presented here is, however, considerably 
simpler than that of the general version and exhibits more clearly the essen- 
tial idea. 

ProoL The key observation is that as nj + n2 is a sourceless current, 
every connection from B to z must form a "loop," i.e., the total flux 
through bonds linking B with B C must be at least 2. Therefore 

I [n ,  + n2: B ~ z] ~< ~ [(n,{~,yl + nzfx,y})/2] 
x c B ,  y ~ B  c 

x I[n~ +n2lB~: y ~ z ]  (4.8) 
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where we have denoted by B the set of bonds with at least one endpoint in 
B. Inequality (4.8) allows us to bound the left-hand side (LHS) of (4.7): 

LHS <~  89 ~ ~ {(n,{x,y} w(n~) w(n2) 
x E B ,  y ~ B  c c~nt = Q S , 0 n 2  = ~ " 

x f (n  1 + n2) II-(n 1 + n2)1~,.: y ~ z]) 

+ (n ~ .r n2 permutation) } (4.9) 

We next note that the second term, corresponding to the nl "*~n2 per- 
mutation, yields the same contribution as the first term and hence it can be 
eliminated by replacing the prefactor 1/2 with 1. Moreover, from (2.2) we 
see that 

nl(x,y~w(nx) = [(flJy x)n~lx'"l/(nl~x,y~- 1)!] 

x [I  (flJb)~/nb !] 
b v ~ { x , y }  

= flJy xW(nl - 6b,{~,y}) (4.10) 

Hence, replacing the current configuration n I with the configuration 
obtained by reducing its flux across {x, y} by 1, i.e., nl - 3b,{x,y}, we obtain 

LHS ~< ~ flJy- x ~ w(n,) w(n2) 
x ~ B , y  ~ B e ~3nl  = { x , y } , O n 2  = ,Q~ 

• f(n~ + n2 + 6b,{~,y)) I[(n~ + n2 + 6b,(~,y~)lB~: Y ~ Z] (4.11) 

We now bound each of the last two factors in the sum in (4.11). From 
the monotonicity assumption on f ,  

f(n~ + n 2 + 6b,{x,y}) ~ f (n  1 + n2) 

and because {x, y} r B c, 

I[(nl  § n2 § 6b,{x,y})lB~: y*--~z] = I [ ( n  1 + n2)lw: y*--~z] 
~<I[nl +n2: y ~ z ]  

Combining these two observations, one obtains from (4.11) 

LHS ~ Z 3Jy_~ Z w(nl) w(n2) 
x E B , y  ~ B ~' O n l  = { x , y } , O n 2  -- 25 

x f (n  l + n2) I[n 1 + n2: y ~-' z] 

and the claimed bound (4.7) follows by applying the switching lemma (2.5) 
with g = z. | 
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The following is a useful consequence, obtained by applying this 
lemma with B = By for some lattice site v, z = g, and with the couplings 
given by (4.5). In this context, we distinguish between the term in (4.7) 
having y = g  and the terms for which y is a lattice site. [To simplify the 
notation, the superscript (N) of Q(N) is omitted; the entire argument takes 
place at constant N.] 

Corollary 4.2. If f is a decreasing function of the flux numbers, 
then 

w(nl) w(n2) f(nl  + n2) I[nl + n2: B~-~ g] 
8hi = Z,Sn2 - 

E w(nl)w(n2) f(nl +n2) 
0nl  { (v ,~) ,g  },~n2 = 25 

+ E flJ{(v,cO,(y,a)} 
~ ,yr  

x ~ w(nl) w(n2)f(n 1 +n2) (4.12) 
0hi  = { (v ,~) ,g} ,0n2  = { ( y , ~ ) , g }  

We are ready to proceed to the proof of the main result of this section, 
Theorem 2(ii), which is restated below. This extension of Theorem 2(i) is 
proven by suitable "block" versions of the arguments used in Section 3. 

Theorem 2(i i) .  For GS spins with the Hamiltonian (4.3), 

M ~ fihz + (flhM 2 + fi tJI M3) + (flhM+ flt J[ M2)/~ 8M/Ofl (4.13) 

,qornork. The inequality for a non-translation-invariant system is 

+ 2( f lh~M, ,+f lEJ~,yM~My)  flJ,,~,OMx/O(flJ~,~) (4.14) 
u,v y 

ProoL As explained above, we begin by adding two dummy sum- 
mations in (4.6): 

M =  Z Q~ ~ Z --3 w(n~) w(n2) w(n3) (4.15) 
c~ 8 n l - -  {(O,c~),g},On2=~,c3n3=~ 

The current configurations in (4.15) are decomposed as in (3.5), except that 
the condition that a site is connected to g is replaced by a block condition. 
That is, for each e we identify the first block B~ visited by the backbone 
f2{(o,~),g}(n~) that is also connected to g by n 2 + n3, and, as in Section 3, we 
distinguish three cases. 
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1. There is no such block. By the same argument used for the 
ordinary Ising model, we obtain here a contribution 

T~< Y' Q~ ~ tanh(flh~) ~ Z -2 w(n2) w(n3) 
c~ x,6~ 0n2 ~ .QS,~n3 = 

x (a(o,~)a(x,a))Ec(g)]cI[n 2 + n3: (0, ~) ~+ g]  

<<,flh ~ Q~Qa<ar 

= fihz (4.16) 

2. The first such block contains the origin, i.e., v=0 .  The 
corresponding contribution is handled by applying (4.12) to the current 
configurations 112 and 113 and then using (4.2) to rewrite the resulting 
expression in terms of the macroscopic spins: 

Ro = ~ Q~ ~ z -3 w(nl) w(n2) w(n3) 
~ n l -  { (0 ,~) ,g  },an2 = .~,c3n3- 

x IEn2 + 113: Bo ~ g]  

~</~h (~~ ~ + S P A ~ o ) ~ ( <  , ) 
Y 

= B h M  2 + ~ I JI M 3 (4.17) 

3. The first such block B~ corresponds to v 4:0. The contribution of 
these configurations can be written as 

R{~,(,,a),(~#)} 
~,u,OJ), 7 

where the label {~, (u, 6), (v, 7)} indicates that ((u, 6), (v, y)) is the first step 
of the backbone f2{m,~),g}(nl) with an endpoint in B~. As with the Ising 
model, we change the parity of n~{l~,a/,~,~)} from odd to even. This produces 
a factor tanh[flJ{(~,a),(~,~)~] ~< flJ{~,,a),(~,~)} and the appearance of a backbone 
formed by two walks oJ~: (0, ~ ) ~  (u, 6) and co2: (v, ~ ) ~  g with COl con- 
tained in C.2 +.3(g) ". Thus, (2.14) [and then (2.15), (2.17), and Griffiths II; 
see the treatment of (3.13)] may be used to obtain the following 
generalization of the inequality in (3.14): 

R{~,(~,a),(~,r)} <~Q~flJ{(~,a),(v,7)}(a(~,~)) ~ Z 2 w(n2) w(n3) 
8n2 = ~ , 8 n 3  ~ 

x (a(o ,~) f f (u ,6) ) fc (g)yI[n  2 + n 3 :  ( 0 ,  O~) ~ g] 
X I[nz+n3:  Bx+-+ g] (4.18) 
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The remaining steps exactly parallel those taken in the corresponding 
part of the proof of Proposition 3.1, except that instead of the switching 
lemma (2.5), we now use its "block version" (4.12) in reproducing the 
analogue of the equality in (3.t4). At this point we remark that by Grif- 
fiths II the function 

f(n2 + n3) = <aA)Ec(g)lcI[n2 + n3: (0, ~) ~ g] 

[where C(g) = C.2 + .3(g)] is a decreasing function of the flux numbers, The 
result of the application of (4.12) is 

R b,(u,~),(~,~)} ~< Q~flJ{(,,~),(v,~)} <a(v,~)> 

• [~flhnq- E flJ{(vw),(y,~_)}<f(y,~)>] tl,y~v,~ 
x Z z -~ w(nj w(nJ 

gn2  = { (O,~x) , (u ,6)  } ,8n3 - -  

x <a(~,,1)>Ec(0,~)ylEn2 + n3: (0, ~ ) ~  g] 

which implies 

= (flhM+ fl IJI M2)fl 8Mfi?B (4.19) 

The inequality (4.13) is obtained by adding (4.16), (4.17), and 
(4.19). I 

5. C O N S E Q U E N C E S  A N D  E X T E N S I O N S  OF THE 
D IFFERENTIAL  INEQUALIT IES  

In this section we discuss the implications of inequalities (1.9) and 
(1.10)--proven as (3.1) and (4.13)--on the phase structure and the critical 
behavior of the models. Some extensions of the inequalities are also men- 
tioned--in particular, models with periodic couplings are treated. 

5.1. Proof  of  the Main  Result  

The bound (1.9) [and similarly, (1.10)] is a partial differential 
inequality (PDI) in two variables, fl and flh, which is used in different ways 
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for the study of three different regimes. Through an appropriate elimination 
of either OM/3fl or OM/~?(flh) from (1.9), we obtain two ordinary differen- 
tial inequalities (ODIs); one provides information along the isotherms 
{fl = const} bounding the critical exponent 6, and the other applies to the 
ray {h = 0, fl > tic}, where it yields a bound on ft. For the sharpness of the 
phase transition we make full use of the two-variable structure of the PDI. 

To motivate the analysis, we first define the critical points tic and ~m 
(for spontaneous magnetization) to be the endpoints of the high- and low- 
temperature regimes: 

and 

tim = inf{fi: M(fi, O) > O} (5.2) 

Since 

/~c~</~m (5.3) 

it suffices to show that M(fl, 0) is positive for every fl > tic to prove the 
equality of these two critical inverse temperatures--and part (i) of 
Theorem 1. 

The first of the two ODIs mentioned above is obtained, in the Ising 
spin case, by combining (1.9) and (1.12) to eliminate the fl-derivative of M: 

M <~ flh OM/O(flh) + M 3 + tiM 2 OM/Ofi 

<~ flh OM/~(flh) + M 3 + fl [JI M3 OM/~(flh) (5.4) 

[We have also simplified by using tanh(fih)<~fih.] As we shall see next, 
counting powers in (5.4) suggests that M(flc, h)>1 h 1/3. 

To indicate the application of (5.4), let us make the assumption, which 
will not be required in the full analysis, that, for a given fl, M(fi, h) displays 
a strict power law behavior in the sense that 

M =  c(13h ) s (5.5)  

for some constant c. Then flh O/~(flh) acts on M simply as multiplication by 
s. For fl<flc, M(fl, 0 ) = 0  and Z(fi, 0 ) <  oo; hence s =  1 and (5.4) is of no 
interest. However, for f l=tic,  M is expected to have s =  1/6 < 1. Now 
flh ~M/3(flh)= (1/6)M and the left-hand side of (5.4) is no longer corn- 
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pletely canceled by the first term on the right-hand side. So under the strict 
power law assumption (5.5) at 3 = tic, we have from (5.4) that 

( I  - -  1/~)M- M 3 <~ tic IJI M 3 OM/O(fl h) 
~< 3~ Igl M4/fl h (5.6) 

where (1.13) has been used in the last step. Inequality (5.6) implies that 
M3/h >1 const > 0, i.e., 6 ~> 3. As we have already mentioned, this bound was 
first derived by Fr6hlich and Sokal. (4) Note that in the mean field 
approximation (and in high dimensions) 6 = 3 for Ising models. 

By the convexity of M(3, h) in the second variable (which follows from 
the Griffiths inequality) 

[ 3h/M(fl, h)] OM/a(3h ) <~ [ M(fl, h) - M(3, 0)] /M(3,  0) 

which vanishes as h ~ 0 when 3 > tim" The PDI (1.9) also implies therefore 
the following lower bound on ~M2/c33 for fl > tim: 

~M2/c~fllp.h=0>~ (23) 111 --m2(fl,  0)] (5.7a) 

and using the power law assumption at 3 = 3~, 

QM2/Ofll~=Bc,h=O~ (23c) ~[1 -- 1/6--M2(3c, 0)] (5.7b) 

The ODI (5.7b) indicates that M(3, 0) is positive for every fl>fl~, i.e., 
t ic=fro,  while (5.7a) proves the bound /~<~1/2. Both results were 
previously derived only for "regular" models. (~) 

It turns out that the assumption (5.5) is in fact not necessary. A 
similar situation was encountered in Ref. 2, where the following theorem 
was proven. 

T h e o r e m  5.1. Let {ML(3,/~)} be a sequence of positive functions 
defined for fl, ,~ > 0, increasing and differentiable in both 3 and/~, and con- 
verging as L --* oo to the function M(3,/~), which is extended to/~ = 0 so as 
to be continuous in ,~ there. Suppose that the functions ML obey 

ML <~ h ~3ML/Jt + Mr f (Mc) + as M~ C3ML/Ofl (5.8) 
and 

~ML/fi <~ a2Mc ~ML/~]I (5.9) 
where al,  a2, 0e (0 ,  ~ )  and f is a (nonnegative) continuous function 
satisfying 

(i) f(M)--~O as M{O. 
(ii) ~[o,~] f ( M ) / M d M <  o0. 
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If there exists a/30 for which 

M (/3o , f~)/f7 ~ c~ (5.10) 

as /~ $ O, then when ,~ is small, 

M(flo, ft) >~ Clft 1/(1 +0) (5.11) 

and furthermore, for each /3 > rio, 

M(/3, O) ~ C2(fl -/30) 1/~ (5.12) 

with two positive constants C1 and C2. 

Proof of Theorem I. To see that Theorem 5.1 implies Theorem 1 for 
Ising models, we take/3o =/3, and observe that (5.8), with 0 = 2, and (5.9) 
are satisfied by (1.9) and (1.12). The condition (5.10), i.e., the divergence of 
M(/3c, flch)/flch as h+0, follows from (1.13) and the fact that Z(/3c,~) 
diverges as/~ + 0 [if M(fl~, 0) = 0; otherwise there is nothing to prove]. As 
explained above, with 0 = 2, (5.11) provides the bound 6 >~ 3 and part (iii) 
of Theorem 1, and (5.12) yields both the bound /3~< 1/2 [part (ii) of 
Theorem 1] and the identity ~3,.=tim, which is the first part of that 
theorem. 

For the other models having spin measures in the GS class a little 
more work is necessary to turn (1.10) into an inequality that may be used 
in Theorem 5.1 with 0 = 2. What is needed is to replace some of the terms 
flh by a quantity proportional to M. Such a bound is provided by 
Lemma 5.2 below. Substituting the bound on ~3hiM that it provides into 
(1.10), one gets the following inequality for general GS spins with suf- 
ficiently small/3h: 

M<,fihc3M/O/3h+(/3+ Z/3MV) I J] M2(OM/c~fl+ M) (5.13) 

where fiMV is the mean field value for tic, defined below. Inequality (5.13) 
shows that (5.8) is satisfied for the GS models with 0 = 2 ,  and so 
Theorem 5.1 also implies Theorem 1 for these models. | 

Here is the bound we used in the treatment of GS spins in the last 
argument. 

k e m m a  5.2. For a given single spin distribution Po, let 
$2=~  cp2po(&O). Then for all h such that flhS<~e, 

/3h <~ [(e/tanh e) flMV/lJI ]M (5.14) 

with flMV = (IJI $2) -1. 
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Proof. By Griffiths II, it suffices to prove (5.14) with M replaced by 
the single site magnetization ~ r=  (q))J=-0. The integration of 

yields the mean field bound 

frillS ~ tanh(flhS) 

Since (tanh x)/x is a decreasing function of x, it follows that 

M/ S >>- flhS[ ( tanh e)/a] 

for every e>>.flhS, which implies (5.14) for the full magnetization. I 

5.2. Periodic and Weakly  Inhomogeneous Systems 

We remark that inequalities (1.9), (1.10), and (1.12) have interesting 
extensions to the inhomogeneous case where the coupling constants J~,,, 
cease to be translation-invariant. In the case of the Ising model, inequality 
(3.2)--the inhomogeneous counterpart to (1.9)--implies that 

Mx <~ flhz.~ + M~ + fl~2 OMx/M (5.15) 

where 

mx=mx(fl ,  h) = (ax),  F / =  sup My, gx=~?Mx/Oh 
Y 

The inhomogeneous version of (1.12) is 

where 

O M x / a ~  IJI mxx (5.16) 

.J 

The GS equivalent of (5.15) can be read from (4.14). 
We say a model is only weakly inhomogeneous if there exists a constant 

C (< ~ )  so that Mo <~ CMx for every x that may be connected to the 
origin by a path of bonds having nonzero couplings Jb. It can be easily 
checked that the analysis used above to prove the equality of the critical 
points fl~. and tim a s  well as the critical exponent bounds 6 ~> 3 and fl ~< 1/2 
applies more generally to the class of weakly inhomogeneous models. This 
class includes the important case of periodic Hamiltonians. 
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5.3. A General  Inequa l i ty  

Finally, we mention that the derivation of the inequality (1.9) also 
leads to the following Ising model bound for general lattices (where the 
ghost is treated as just another site): 

o(0, x) ~< c~(0, x) + y~ Z 
u:u ~ x v:v v~ O,u 

• OG(O, x)/O(~J.,~) 

tanh(/~J.,v) G2(v, x) 

(5.17) 

with G(0, x ) =  (O-oax). The case on which we focused in this paper was 
that in which x is the ghost site for an otherwise translation-invariant lat- 
tice. In this situation, the sum in (5.17) should be broken into two parts: 
one corresponding to v = g, which leads to the 3Mfi?~h term in (1.9), and 
the other (where v ranges over all lattice sites) differing from the OM/OB 
term in (1.9) only by an insignificant factor of 2. 

Inequality (5.17), which contains a hint of the q)4 structure present in 
lsing models, may prove to be of use also in the quite different context 
where x varies over the regular lattice sites, in which case it provides a 
statement about the correlation functions. However, the implications of this 
statement are not clear to us at this point. 

To demonstrate the potential for a useful result to pass unexploited, 
let us mention here that (5.17) is a special case of the following bound on 

u4(x,, x2, x~, x4)= (~x~x2~x~4) - (Gx~x~)(~G~4) 

- -  ( ( ~ X l l ~ X 3 ) ( l ~ X 2 f f X 4 )  - -  ( ( ~ x l a x 4 ) { ( ~ x 2 a x 3 )  

found already in Ref. 3, Proposition 4.1: 

]U4(Xl, xz, x3, x4)l ~ tanh(flJ,,v) G(x4, v) G(x2, v) 
u ,v  

• ~G(xl, x3)/O(~J~,~) 

+ G(X4, x1) G(x3, xl) G(x2, Xl) 
+ G(x4, x3) G(x2, x3) G(xl, x3) (5.18) 

(with the restriction u vax appearing in the proof). Inequality (5.18) was 
stated in Ref. 3 as a general relation (i.e., not restricted to the homogeneous 
setup); however, its implication for the one-point function was not 
appreciated there. The main concerns of that work were logarithmic 
bounds on the susceptibility and their implications for the renormalized 
coupling constant in four-dimensional models. 
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W i t h  x l = 0  a n d  x 2 = x 3 = x 4 = g ,  U4(XI,X2, X3, X4) r educes  to  
- 2 G ( 0 ,  x )  a n d  (5.18) yie lds  (5.17). As m e n t i o n e d  a b o v e ,  (5.18) was  
w e a k e n e d  in its s t a t e m e n t  by r e l ax ing  the  c o n s t r a i n t s  on  the  sites u a n d  v. 
F o r  the  m a i n  a p p l i c a t i o n  in Ref. 3 this  was  an  ins ign i f i can t  difference,  bu t  
for us it  is c ruc ia l  to r e t a in  the  fact  t ha t  u # x. O t h e r w i s e  the  t e r m  l e ad ing  
to  OM/O(~h)  w o u l d  en t e r  w i th  an  ex t r a  f ac to r  o f  2, wh ich  for  o u r  p u r p o s e  
w o u l d  be a n o n t r i v i a l  w e a k e n i n g  of  the  i n e q u a l i t y  (5.17). 
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